Crime & Punishment
Writing Frames

Question 1 – 4 marks

How to answer the comparing sources question:
A similarity between two of the sources is Source __
and Source ___ both show _(explain the similarity)_______
_________________________________________.
Evidence for this is Source __ says/shows __________
and Source __ says/shows___________.
A difference between two of the sources is Source __
and Source ___ both show _(explain the difference)______
_________________________________________.
Evidence for this is Source __ says/shows __________
and Source __ says/shows___________.

Question 2 – 6 marks
How to answer a “reliable” question:
Source D is reliable to a certain extent because it discusses ___detail what the source
discusses ________________ which is accurate because I know from my own knowledge
_______________________.
CONNECTIVE Source D is/is not a truly accurate reliable because it was created in ______
which means ___(explain why could/could not be accurate based on the year it was created)_.
Source D is/is not reliable because it was created by______ which means ___(explain why
could/could not be accurate based on the person it comes from) _________.
Source C is/is not reliable because it is a ___________ which means ___(explain why
could/could not be accurate based on the type of source it is)________________.
Source E is reliable to a certain extent because it discusses ___detail what the source
discusses ________________ which is accurate because I know from my own knowledge
_______________________.
CONNECTIVE Source E is/is not a truly accurate reliable because it was created in ______
which means ___(explain why could/could not be accurate based on the year it was created)_.
Source E is/is not reliable because it was created by______ which means ___(explain why
could/could not be accurate based on the person it comes from) _________.
Source E is/is not reliable because it is a ___________ which means ___(explain why
could/could not be accurate based on the type of source it is)________________.

Question 3 – 5 marks
How to answer a “describe” question:
Intro: ____________(give some background info)__________________
________________________________________________________
Main: _(give 1st key feature/piece of info, include facts/figures)_______
________________________________________________________
Connective_(give 2nd key feature/piece of info, include facts/figures)___
________________________________________________________
Connective_(give 3rd key feature/piece of info, include facts/figures)___
________________________________________________________
Conclusion: The consequences of these key features were ___(answer the
question)_________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Question 4 – 9 marks
How to answer an “explain why” question:
The first reason why _(write topic here) was _____________________.
___(Explain your reason using facts/figures/detail)_________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
The second reason why _(write topic here) was ____________________.
___(Explain your reason using facts/figures/detail)_________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Question 5 – 16 marks + 4 SPaG
How to answer an “outline” question:

Intro:
In my opinion there are many reasons for__(write the focus of the question)___. One of the reasons for
this was _(write the reason given in the question)______. However, there are also other reasons including
___(give two more reasons)____
Main:
The first reason for __(write the focus of the question)_ was _(write the reason given in the question)_.
This was a reason because ___(explain your reason in detail using facts/figures)___________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
The second reason for _(write the focus of the question)_ was _(write the reason given in the question)_.
This was a reason because ___(explain your reason in detail using facts/figures)___________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
The third reason for __(write the focus of the question)_ was _(write the reason given in the question)_.
This was a reason because ___(explain your reason in detail using facts/figures)___________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
Conclusion:
Overall, in my opinion there are many reasons for__(write the focus of the question)___. One of the
reasons for this was _(write the reason given in the question)______. However, there are also other
reasons including ___(give two more reasons)____

Question 6a – 8 marks

How to answer a “describe two features” question:
The first main feature of _(write the focus of the question here)
was _________________________________________.
This involved ___(give detailed information using facts/figures)____
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
The first main feature of _(write the focus of the question here)
was _________________________________________.
This involved ___(give detailed information using facts/figures)____
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________

Question 6b – 12 marks

How to answer an “explain why” (significance) question:
Intro:
In my opinion there are many reasons why __(write the focus of the question)___ was
significant. However, there are also other factors for this.
Main:
The first reason why __(write the focus of the question)_ was significant was _______.
This was because ___(explain in detail)_____________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
However, another reason why __(write the focus of the question)_ was significant was
_______. This was because ___(explain in detail)______________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
A final reason why __(write the focus of the question)_ was significant was _______.
This was because ___(explain in detail)_____________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
Conclusion:
Overall there are many reasons why __(write the focus of the question)___ was
significant. However, there are also other factors for this.

